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Abstract— In this work, we present the study on a weight
modulation of a synaptic transistor with a charge trapping layer,
demonstrating the voltage-to-voltage transfer by employing a
load resistor at the output and the pass-transistor operation
concept. The synaptic weight as a transfer-efficiency is defined
with the synaptic output in terms of the equivalent transistor
resistance and load. Since the channel resistance of synaptic
transistor can be modulated by the charge trapping, the synaptic
plasticity is explained with a relative dominance of the
transistor’s resistance with the fixed load resistance. To show the
weight modulation following the theoretical analysis, respective
simulations for the depression and facilitation are conducted.
Keywords—Charge trapping layer (CTL), potential output,
pass-transistor, synaptic weight plasticity, synaptic transistor.

to synaptic signals, e.g. the input (VI) to drain, BP-input (VBP)
to the gate, and output (VO) to source terminal. The operation
of the circuitry in Fig.1(a) is called the pass-transistor operation,
where the voltage signal transfer is passed or blocked by the
gate bias (VG) and threshold voltage (VT) [7]. Following the
pass-transistor concept, the synaptic output is represented as
follows [8],

VO = VG − VT = VBP − VT .

(1)

Note that, this formula is applicable only for the synaptic
transistor operating in the above-threshold regime. In (1), with
CTL, VT can be modulated by the trapped charges. For the case

I. INTRODUCTION
A synaptic device is a major component comprising a
neuromorphic circuit for a brain-like computing, which mimics
a synapse. Here, the connection between neurons is called a
synapse, where the action potential transmission is controlled,
depending on its signal experiences. The control appears as a
variation of synaptic connection strength, i.e. weight [1, 2].
One of the several synaptic devices emulating the
biological synapse, a synaptic transistor has the three terminals
available for the synaptic input, output, and back-propagation
(BP) signal. The experience-based transfer regulation has been
demonstrated by inserting an additional insulating layer below
the gate metal, where the charges are caught or pushed out
depending on an input and back-propagated signal [3,4].
However, the synaptic transistor alone produces the current
output. Since a biological synapse transmits the action potential
[5, 6], we here provide the analysis and simulations on a
synaptic-transistor weight-plasticity with a resistor at the output
for the voltage-to-voltage transfer, rather using the current-tovoltage conversion circuit.
II. THEORETICAL SYNAPTIC OPERATION
A. Synaptic voltage output
The synaptic transistor is a transistor with a charge trapping
layer (CTL) between the gate and channel layer, as shown in
Fig.1(a), and here a resistor (RL) is connected to the source
output. The terminals of a synaptic transistor are corresponded

Fig.1. (a) Schematic diagram of a synaptic transistor with a trapping layer and
resistor load for a potential output and (b) equivalent representation for
synaptic pass-transistors as a series of two resistors.
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of n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
(i.e. n-MOSFET, n-MOS), where electrons are the majority
carriers, VT as a function of electron charge (QTL) is defined as
follows,

VT = VT0 −

QTL
Ci

.

(2)

Here, VT0 is an initial VT, and Ci is a gate-insulator capacitance
per area.
Since (1) is valid only for the above-threshold operation,
macroscopically, this can be represented as the two resistors in
series shown in Fig.1(b) to consider the sub-threshold
operation together. Req is the equivalent resistance of SPT
defined as
Req ≡ VI / I DS .

(3)

Note that, what affects Req is the QTL, assuming the given
signals on the synaptic transistor terminals, e.g. VI and VBP, are
fixed. From Fig.1(b), simply employing the voltage distribution
law, VO can be deduced as follows,

VO =

RL
VI .
Req + RL

(4)

B. Synaptic weight
As mentioned above, the potential-signal transfer in a
synapse is regulated by its weight. The received signal can be
fully transferred to the post-synaptic neuron, however, it can
also be blocked. Thus, the weight (w) is a transfer-efficiency
between the input and output signal, which can be represented
as,

VO = wVI .

(5)

According to (4) and (5), w of the synaptic transistor becomes

w=

RL
.
Req + RL

(6)

From (6), w can be zero when Req >> RL, while it becomes
unity when Req << RL. Here, Req is the variable resistance
which can be modulated by the inputs and trapped charges.
However, RL should be determined as a certain value,
considering the post-synaptic stages following the synaptic
devices. Therefore, we suggest an RL selection rule. Under
fixed VI and gate read bias (Vread), RL should be at least 2
orders of magnitude bigger than Req for w=1, as well as at least
2 orders of magnitude smaller than Req for w=0. The two
extreme cases (i.e. w=1, w=0) correspond to a fully-facilitated
and fully-depressed state, respectively.

Fig.2. (a) a positive burst and (b) a negative burst with a basis of gate readbias (Vread) required for the depression and facilitation.

C. Synaptic Plasticity
The experience-based weight plasticity varies with charge
trapping or de-trapping. Assuming a fixed positive VI, VBP
should be the pulsed signal to make electrons trapped with
sufficient energy. The respective bursts are shown in Fig.2 for
weight depression and facilitation in an n-MOS SPT.
Following the selection rule, after a certain time for the
repeated positive bursts, the Req would reach the maximum for
the same Vread, thus Req>>RL and full-depression. From the
zero-charged initial and fully de-trapped state, Req would
become zero by the repeated negative bursts, thus Req<<RL
and the full-facilitation.
III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
The synaptic plasticity simulations and results are shown to
examine the RL selection rule and weight modulation with the
potential transfer. The structural and material parameters of an
n-MOS SPT to be simulated are shown in Fig.3. Here, 1MΩ
load is given at the output, based on the RL selection rule. The
certain RL is determined by the current-voltage sweep test for
the initial synaptic transistor without RL, before the plasticity
simulation. With VI = 0.1V and Vread = 0.2V, the initial Req
calculated with (3) is found as nearly 10kΩ. Thus, RL 2 orders
bigger than Req becomes 1MΩ, as the Req expected at the fulldepression to be 100MΩ.
The pulses for the depression and facilitation are shown in
Fig.4(a) and (d), respectively. The same VI and Vread are applied,
while the positive or negative pulses are applied for depressing
or facilitating SPT with the basis of Vread. Note that, to see the
progress from unity to zero weight and its inverse, the
facilitation is simulated after the full-depression. The respective

Fig.3. Device structure and signals of a synaptic pass-transistor with a nitride
charge trapping layer (CTL) for simulations. Here, 1 MΩ load is connected to
the source terminal. Silicon doping densities for the source / drain diffusion
layers (n+) and substrate (psub), are n+ = 5×1017 /cm3 and psub = 5×1014 /cm3,
respectively.
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Fig.4. (a) Applied BP-signal for depression, (b) following voltage output, and (c) weight depression until w = 0. From (d) to (f), BP-signal for facilitation, voltage
output, and weight facilitation, respectively.

outputs and weight variations are shown below the BP-signals.
In Fig.4(c), the weight values at every read-voltage period
decrease along the time, and finally achieves a full-depression.
On the other hand, in Fig.4(f), w increases as the pulses are
repeated and it reaches almost unity, thus a full-facilitation.
From the full-depression and full-facilitation results, it can
be said that the two-order-magnitude difference between RL
and Req at w=0 and w=1 is suitable for the general weight
modulation in SPT. The given simulation and results show the
validity of the selection rule macroscopically, however, more
can be studied to examine the load selection rule. The study on
electron trapping or de-trapping with simulations, e.g. charge
concentration or threshold voltage variations, are expected for
more precise physical analysis.
IV. CONCLUSION
Considering the synaptic weight as a transfer-efficiency, the
weight modulation of SPTs has been theoretically analyzed and
confirmed with simulations. It is found that the synaptic
plasticity is similar to the pass-transistor operation which
allows the synaptic transistor to transfer the potential, like a
biological synapse. Employing the RL selection rule suggested,
the weight modulation with charge trapping was analyzed.
Besides, the synaptic plasticity simulation results are shown.
Finally, it is found that the synaptic pass-transistor concept
allows the voltage transfer, as well as almost full-range of
modulation from full-depression to full-facilitation.
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